Engaging With Your Class Throughout the Decades
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Dandelion Day... the most popular of University of Rochester traditions. Koodle's Band... no classes... picnic in Genesee Valley Park... no classes of Chi Xi. For freshmen, it is the most fun-filled day of the year... for seniors, one of the last free days of college life.
Can anyone help me name and track down this group of clowns?

...(I'm on the far left)
...(Seth Jacobson is second from right)
...(Alan Gilbert is missing from photo, possibly because he was behind the camera)
Andres Vaart
January 12

From 1962 bragging, "forever strong," can't go wrong, "with all the zest," "we're the best," and "know all the tricks!" Time to prove it!

Class of 1966

Boody's Bowl
Class Rivalry
Chi Rho
Traying

"We're the class forever strong,
Can't be beat-can't go wrong,
We're the class with all the zest.
We can take it—we're the best,
We are smart—know all the tricks
U of R, U of R '66!"

Linda Chalmers Zemel Did we write that cheer at Frosh Camp? Seems to me we did.
Like · Reply · March 22 at 8:31pm

Andres Vaart Well, I presume we did. But I wasn't on the committee! And looking at others around our time, the rhythm and pace are similar—am thinking we were coached. I think it is called "braggadocio-without-justification" or "Braggadocio-to-be-earned" (Though that may be a font in Microsoft word -)
Like · Reply · March 22 at 8:42pm

Richard Woodrow We wrote it during Freshman Week. I have a vague memory of working on it with a bunch of other folks. But vague is the operative word. Memory not so much.
Like · Reply · March 31 at 12:41pm
Lisa Hardy Norwood with Ted Hart and Barbara Mees.
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...and from the 1987-88 Undergraduate Bulletin...

Ashley Steeves and 8 others

Barbara Mees Hey, that's me with Chris Miller!!
Like · Reply · 1 · March 16 at 2:43pm
“I thought it would be special, but I didn't realize just how very special it would be.”

– Neil Cullen ’64

“All of your words have echoed what I have been feeling since our first ‘togetherness’.... whether by breaking bread or raising a glass, but I had been thinking that my ‘Meliora Moment’ has been the really clear continuation of our wide circle of friendship and sincere caring for and about each other since those first days in 1960. This past weekend only cemented my knowledge that we really are an extended family of sorts; there and here to help and support each other each by knowing that these now deep roots will carry us forth.”

– Bonnie Cook ’64
Thank You!  
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